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All the news I see fit to print. 

Freedom of the press belongs to those who own one. 

The $886 billion defense spending bill that the GOP-led House 

is poised to vote on in the coming days is $26 billion more than 

the previous year, as the national debt climbs to $33 trillion. 

The administration's request also included an additional $44 

billion for "defense-related programs" at federal agencies such 

as the Energy Department and Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

So what are they going to do with this funding? 

Biden's pick for the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff is   

worried about the sexuality of soldiers, not winning wars.    

Military readiness is collapsing. Recruitment is collapsing.  

Moral is collapsing. The Chinese Communist Party is gearing up 

for war. Our southern border is wide open - we are under   

invasion. Our pResident admits we have no ammunition. The 

U.S. military enabled COVID bioweapon use on its own troops. 

Those members who refused are still being persecuted.       

Diversity hiring is rampant. DEI is the goal - not close air      

support. Military leaders are cheering, enabling a useless     

border conflict in Asia, expending our weapons and resources, 

while the People's Liberation Army prepares to move on      

Taiwan, which will destroy the American economy. Biden    

activates the IRR, for Europe, not our southern border, or Asia. 

Yet, the senior officer corps of the U.S. armed forces acts like 

nothing is wrong. Activating 3,000 reservists now gives Biden 

and the Pentagon a precedent to call up more and more 

troops. Like a frog boiling in a pot, Americans won't know they 

are in a war until it's too late. Biden said last year that we 

would not send troops or weapons, then we started sending 

weapons, then tanks, then cluster bombs, and now troops to 

the Ukrainian border. America’s military suicide crisis: active-

duty US soldiers kill themselves at a rate of more than one per 

day. Nearly 17 former US troops kill themselves each day.   

DOD recommends banning gun purchases by soldiers under 

age 25 and a seven-day waiting period on ammunition sales. 

FUSTERCLUCK!   

Book Report 

From 2015; the third in the     

series by J.K. Rowlings (Harry 

Potter author) and she has 

jumped with both feet into the 

detective genre. Obviously she 

enjoyed every twist and turn of 

the plot. It was sheer               

coincidence that I used the 

broomstick military picture at 

the left reminiscent of Rowlings 

Harry Potter magic: 

Now that I’m a Rowlings fan,         

I may have to read (or watch) 

some of the Harry Potter book 

and film offerings. Only reason     

I ignored them was Hollyweird’s 

fascination with them. They love 

franchise like Rambo though he 

died in the book to underscore 

the author’s message.  

Recipe Corner 

You may recall my answer 

to the mask mandate. It 

comes in white also. Look 

back on the memes and 

the news reports mid-

pandemic to find beer 

drinkers had a solution 

that was just as effective: 

 Recipe For Success 

Democrats have no      

message but they have 

technology edge over   

conservatives. 

ActBlue.com is their main 

fund raising tech.          

Conservatives like Hung 

Cao (check him out) are 

using WinRed.com as 

counter to ActBlue...and 

seems to be working.    

BUT, (you knew that was     

coming) the IT “help” for 

the Republicans are either 

using Tandy computers or 

some of the internet 

search engines are     

blocking R websites. Most  

website developers I’ve 

used forget to check back 

once the websites go live. 

Brave is best alternative 

to Bing or Google.  



I asked myself if I was crazy 
and we all said no. 

Does a sarcastic comment 
qualify as advice? 

Whatever life throws at 
you; duck and let it hit 

someone else. 

When you’re done holding 
a cat, you can just drop it 
on the floor. That doesn’t 

work with babies. 

People keep confusing my 
“wows” for compliments. 

I may be going to Hell       
on a full scholarship. 

Don’t be mad at lazy       
people. They didn’t            

do anything. 

If you can’t say something 
nice...make it clever and 

devastating. 

Politicians can be bought. 
So can scientists.                 

They just cost more. 

If you trust the                  
government, you should 
sue your history teacher. 

Have you noticed that the 
IRS targets people who 
can’t afford lawyers? 

If voting made a difference 
why would they let us? 

If a man wants to pretend 
he’s a woman, that’s up to 

him. If he wants us to     
pretend he’s a woman 

that’s up to us. 

Exposing illegal things the 
government is doing is   
illegal...wait...what? 

If we gave more people     
IQ tests, there would be   

an alarming rise in            
the number of idiots. 

My pronouns are           
told/you/so! 

Until next week… 
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      Please feel free to pass it 

Now for the latest headlines you didn’t see… 

More than five million barrels of American oil obtained 

from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR) were     

exported to Europe and Asia in May 2022. One million 

barrels were sold to Unipec, a state-owned Chinese 

gas company in which Hunter Biden’s private equity 

firm held a $1.7 billion stake. A White House fact sheet 

revealed that 180 million barrels were emptied from 

the SPR, which means that Biden’s policy drained the 

U.S. emergency oil stockpile to the lowest level it had 

been in nearly 40 years and will take decades to fill. 

Donald Trump planned to fill the Strategic Petroleum 

Reserve to take advantage of record-low oil prices.  

The price of oil was minus $37.63/b. Democrats 

blocked the Department of Energy's plan to buy up to 

$3 billion of domestic oil to fill the stockpile as part of 

Trump’s post pandemic economic stimulus package. 

Democrats (and RINOs) have intensified their push for 

gun control. Meanwhile, Americans use their firearms 

in self-defense between 500,000 and 3 million times 

annually, as the Centers for Disease Control and      

Prevention has acknowledged. In 2021, the most     

comprehensive study ever conducted on the issue    

concluded that roughly 1.6 million defensive gun uses 

occur in the United States every year. 

Since January 2022, those “died suddenly” cases 

worldwide that are reluctantly reported in corporate 

media in a particular week…there have been 1,884 

athlete cardiac arrests with 1,310 of who died.  

More than two decades after Islamic terrorists          

exploited the U.S. government’s inefficient system for 

tracking foreigners who overstay visas, (the 9/11 

attack), the problem is worse with 853,955 visa         

overstays in fiscal year 2022.  

NOT  A Book Review 

Supreme Court Justice Sonia    

Sotomayor collected more than 

$1.9 million for her memoir, My 

Beloved World. Justice Sotomayor 

didn’t recuse herself from multiple 

cases involving a book publisher 

that paid her more than $3 million 

since 2010. Sotomayor’s staff also 

pushed public institutions that 

have hosted the justice to buy her 

books that have earned her at 

least $3.7 million since she joined 

the court in 2009. The late         

Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader 

Ginsburg accepted a $1 million 

prize from a liberal billionaire’s 

foundation. The bounty far        

exceeded the $2,000 limit placed 

on honoraria by Judicial              

Conference regulations. 

Old “white privilege” woman 

smarter than the “wise latina”? 

Ruth didn’t have to work for the 

money...Sonia did. 


